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Why Didn't Corporal Hamill Thoroughly Investigate Chance Trahan
Chance Trahan Went To Jail For A Crime He Didn't Commit And Is Facing Sexual Battery Charges That
Could Have Him Be Forced To Become A Registered Sex Offender
CLAREMONT, Calif. - May 10, 2020 - PRLog -- Presidential Candidate, Chance Trahan, has had a rough
time campaigning for US Presidency. He's allegedly had false allegations made against him stating that he
touched a female at a bar in Claremont in a provocative way. Claremont Police Officer assigned to the case,
Corporal Hamill, allegedly hasn't thoroughly investigated the claim, which left Chance with a warrant for
his arrest that he wasn't aware of.
"Pomona Police arrested me on Cinco De Mayo, what a surprise. Here I am, streaming on Twitch, and I
suddenly hear loud banging on my bedroom door. I thought to myself, 'Who's knocking on my door like
they're the god da** police? Oh, sh**. It's the god da** police.' I stepped outside my room and that was
that," says Trahan.
Police cuffed Chance and stopped his Call of Duty: Modern Warfare Twitch live stream for him. They
grabbed several requested items from his room, and then took him to Pomona Valley Hospital to get
checked for Corona by a doctor before jailing him.
"If you weren't so cooperative, we wouldn't have been this nice to you," Police say.
Chance continues, "Pomona Police were very appreciative of my cooperation, they're just doing their jobs.
They also appreciated me offering to help them streamline their jobs after seeing how difficult their process
of reporting the incident was. I was given a rare opportunity to tell them about my campaign. I have nothing
but nice things to say about Pomona Police, they've been real cool. Corporal Hamill on the other hand, he
hasn't given me that opportunity, simply because he still hasn't contacted me, yet submitted his
investigational report to a judge that signed off on my warrant after seeing his botched incomplete report
that I'm sure Hamill calls a thorough investigation. Had he actually done his job of investigating, he'd find
the case to be a crazed female bearing false witness. But, unfortunately, that's not the case here."
"I'm pretty sure that Juneau Chief of Police's son, Mike Mercer, who viciously stalks me, was watching the
live stream as Pomona Police arrested me," Chance says.
We really hope that Chance for President doesn't have to register as a sex offender, because we believe that
what Chance is saying is true. With Joe Biden being revealed to actually possibly be a sex offender, and
Donald Trump being close friends with convicted sex offender, Jeffrey Epstein, and being said to have
aggressively grabbed women by the puss* without their permission, we feel that's plenty bad enough
already.
View The Live Stream Arrest: https://www.twitch.tv/videos/612332113
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